Low Dose Naltrexone & Dr. Windham
Low Dose Naltrexone (LDN), is a true immune system modulating medication. For when you take LDN,
whether your immune system is “over-active” (as in autoimmune disease) or “under-active” (as in cancer), your immune system begins to stabilize and normalize it’s function.
Naltrexone, at 50-200 mg daily, is approved by the FDA for treatment of drug and alcohol addiction and
as such has been in use since the 1970’s.
Low dose naltrexone is used at a dosage of just 4.5 mg daily, less than a 10th of a typical addiction
treatment dosage. At this low dose, LDN enhances the brain’s ability to make endorphins. Endorphins
are your body’s feel good hormones. But more importantly, endorphins are the control mechanism for
the immune system.
By blocking the endorphin receptors in your brain for a short time (4-6 hours, usually while you sleep),
your brain responds by upregulating (increasing) the production of both endorphins and endorphin receptors (parking spots for endorphins on the outside of your cells). That means you have more endorphins in your brain (there is no such thing as too many endorphins) that are naturally produced, and
you have more ability to use them.
But that’s not the most important aspect of LDN. For your endorphins can be likened to second grade
teachers and your immune system to a bunch of second graders. If you have 1 teacher and 100 students, you can imagine that there will be chaos. If you bring in 9 more teachers, they will redirect the
student’s activities to more appropriate actions. “No, you don’t stand on the desk, you sit on the chair.”
“You don’t write on the walls, your write on your paper.” And so on.
This is what LDN does for your immune system. It redirects to more appropriate activities.
If you have autoimmune disease, it directs your body away from self attack and towards the attack of
appropriate organisms such as viruses and bacteria.
If you have cancer, it helps your immune system to recognize and fight cancer organically, which is
what our immune system is designed to do.
LDN also decreases the inflammatory cytokine cascade that is associated with most disease processes. And, shockingly, research has begun to elucidate the mechanisms by which LDN can help to reverse the epigenetic changes that lead to disease manifestation, thereby reversing the very cause of
the disease itself.
"What controls the immune system?"
A body of research over the past two decades has pointed repeatedly to one's own endorphin secretions (our internal opioids) as playing the central role in the beneficial orchestration of the immune system. As described in the analogy above, endorphins have been discovered by research to be master
controllers of our immune system’s activities.
By taking a low dose of naltrexone once a day, usually before bed, there is a subsequent increase in
production of both endorphins and their sister molecules, enkephalins. Normal volunteers who have
taken LDN in this fashion have been found to have much higher levels of beta-endorphins circulating in
their blood in the following days.
In regards to cancer specifically, research over many years has demonstrated inhibition of a number of
different human tumors by using low dose naltrexone. It is suggested that the increased endorphin and
enkephalin levels, induced by LDN, work directly on the tumors' opioid receptors — and, perhaps, induce cancer cell death (apoptosis). In addition, it is believed that they act to increase natural killer cells
and other healthy immune defenses against cancer.
Research in multiple forms of cancer and autoimmune diseases of all types is ongoing. Research to
date has clearly demonstrated that LDN is safe even when taken for decades, and has minimal risks.

This is because LDN modulates the immune system, harnessing the power of the body's own natural
defenses, making it safe, effective and inexpensive while enhancing the body’s regenerative capacities.
In what diseases has research found LDN to be useful?
•

Alcohol and other addictions

•

Alzheimer's disease

•

ALS (Lou Gehrig's Disease)

•

Autism spectrum disorders

•

Anxiety

•

•

Asthma

•

Autoimmune diseases

Cancer, most forms (not individually
listed because LDN is almost always helpful in cancer)

•

Brain fog

Celiac disease

•

•

Chronic pain

Chronic fatigue syndrome

•

•

Chronic infections

Crohn's disease

•

•

COPD (Emphysema)

Fibromyalgia

•

•

Depression

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)

•

•

Difficulty concentrating

Multiple sclerosis (MS)

•

•

Eosinophilic esophagitis

Opoid addiction

•

•

Hormone imbalances

Parkinson's disease

•

•

Insomnia

Psoriasis & psoriatic arthritis

•

•

Memory concerns

Restrictive lung disease

•

•

Multiple chemical sensitivity

Rheumatoid arthritis

•

•

Restless leg syndrome

Sarcoidosis

•

•

Post covid syndrome

Scleroderma

•

•

•

PTSD

Small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO)

•

Stroke recovery

•

Sjoren’s syndrome

•

Traumatic brain injury

•

Systemic lupus (SLE)

•

Weight loss, food cravings

•

Ulcerative colitis and more…

“I always ask myself: Is there any reason not to give LDN? There are little to no side effects and vast benefits. I
must have a very good reason to withhold this core treatment that stabilizes the immune system and improves
overall health, regeneration and longevity.” — Dr Deanna Windham
You can find more information at:
•www.LDNinfo.org
•www.LDNResearchTrust.org
•“The LDN Book”, available at most places books are sold.
Dr Windham wrote chapter two of the rst edition about multiple sclerosis and lupus
and Chapter 3 of the 3rd edition about mixed connective tissue disease. But her experience with LDN is vast and she has many more lectures and topics on the web sites
which she has donated to the cause of increasing LDN awareness and use. Dr Windham
makes no proceeds on the sales of this book. She is an unpaid volunteer and medical expert
helping to advance the cause of LDN and inform laypeople and medical practitioners about the usefulness and power of LDN.
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Dr. Deanna Windham, having survived autoimmune disease that she was told would kill her, is a proponent of the innate healing capacity of the human body. We don’t heal with traditional approaches,
she believes, because they focus solely on disease treatment and symptoms, while ignoring underlying factors that cause disease states to begin with. When all such factors are discovered and treated,
healing is a natural state of human being. Low Dose Naltrexone is one of the approaches that she uses
to help people to regenerate their health.

